
They are my boys
Armed only with the elegant art of silaf and the grace of love Sulaiman Sharif

and Nurliza Khalid recall how they won over the toughest kids
in New Jersey USA NUR HANNAH WAN reports

W ALAAM Selay kumAk Salaam
Selay kum For those not familiar

with TGA vernacular this was the
greeting between studentson the
y streets of New Jerseya swarm of
baggy pants hoodies and high tops

as they touched knuckles and bowed their heads in salute
Of course what they had intended to say was Salaam
Alay kum the Arabic for Peace be upon you Ak being
the abbreviated slang term forAfc u or my brother
Sulaiman Sharif chuckles as he relates this story to me

amused at how his boys had managed to take an ancient
Middle Eastern greeting and transform it into something
their own

But mispronounced or not it was a far cry from the
profanities that would have previously issued from their
mouths For most of them abandoned by parents who
could no longer handle the challenge or kicked out of
school repeatedly for bad behaviour they were youths
who had street life thrown at them

At least now they were spreading peace and not their
arms across the bonnet of a cop s car face down to a flood
of sirens and blue flashing lights In fact three months
into TGA schooling some had already traded in their
medallions for prayer beads
What exactly is the TGA It stands for the Taqwa

Gayong Academy which was unofficially set up in the
1990s initially with 20 students mainly boys and
mainly African Americans As most had been suspended
or expelled from school the TGA offered them home
schooling and where necessary put them back a grade
or two to catch up on what they had missed With only
two teachers Sulaiman and his wife Nurliza Khalid they
had to split the students into groups and taught them
everything under the American school syllabus and more
Sulaiman or brother Aimen as the boys would call

him was and still is a teacher in silat a Southeast Asian
form of martial arts originally developed in the Malay
archipelago Silat Seni Gayong the particular style
taught by Aimen can be traced back to early i88os rural
peninsula

That was the only thing we the Malays had at that
time that belonged to us and was readily available in every
other kampung
Keen on the art since the young age of 9 Aimen had

become familiar with several different forms of silat and
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was eventually asked by the founder ofSilatSeni Gayong
Malaysia to spread the skill to the US
He headed for America in 1989 to hold seminars at

various locations including California especially East
Los Angeles where he held demonstrations at the
Inosanto Academy owned by Danny Inosanto Bruce
Lee s protege His next stop was the tough streets of
Philadelphia or as the locals called it the Wild Wild West
Philly owing to its problems with drugs gangs shootings
and prostitution Some mornings he would be sweeping
bullet shells off the pavements instead of leaves Aimen
recalls

You ask anyone about sist and Market Street they ll
knowwhat I m talking about It was at this location

that Aimen decided to open the first halal food outlet in
Philadelphia

When we first arrived they had bulletproof glass at
the counter you know like in a bank he says of the
premises he leased The first thing we did was to take it
the glass down The locals thought I was crazy
Aimen did not journey alone through America s

roughest neighbourhoods Nurliza was with him each
step of the way The couple quickly gained a reputation
for having a good influence on youths in the community
and they were persuaded to school sit a private Muslim
school while the owners were away This involved covering
the academic syllabus as well as Islamic teachings As
word of their work spread they were offered a teaching
job in New Jersey It was here that the story of the TGA
began
The children were from all over from West and North

Philadelphia to New York and Atlanta sent by parents
mostly single or foster parents who had heard about
the school by word of mouth Some days new boys
would arrive at their doorstep with big afro hair and gold
medallions around their necks sometimes with a trash

bag in hand carrying all they had
The students lived and studied at the TGA premises

which meant that they needed a place bigger than
their existing one bathroom three bedroom house
They moved into a large building in Paulsboro New
Jersey —which they named Maktab At Taqwa andthe
family grew to a total of 32 students Their youngest
Armand and Shaun had come to them at age 6 and 7
respectively

Armand had been suspended from kindergarten
six times He would pick a fight with anyone he didn t
care what size Nurliza says He was sent to the TGA by
his foster parents who were on the brink of a nervous
breakdown

His cousin Shaun had a slightly different story Having
lost both his sister and mother to AIDS and with a father
who was serving a 15 year sentence for rape he was also
put under foster care and had been prescribed all the pills
the doctors could think of as prevention against the virus
Shaun was also diagnosed with Attention Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder or ADHD requiring even more
medication His foster mother pleaded with Aimen and
Nurliza to take him in

The first thing we did was to send the bags of pills
home with the foster mum Nurliza says It was difficult
for him at first but he persevered and was drug free for
the rest of the time he was with us

Silat helped these two hyperactive children she says
It did wonders for them it was a channel for their

excess energy Armand became one of our best students
He actually graduated from high school yesterday
last month Shaun now has a baby and is attending
the University of Atlanta where he obtained a football
scholarship
After their academic sessions the boys would

undergo three solid hours ofsitotraining Some of the
more dedicated ones would wake up as early as 4am
for additional training The students really enjoyed
the sessions with Aimen and their spirit reverberated
through the tiny town of Paulsboro Nurliza says

Prior to this most of them would be roaming
the streets till 2 or 3am and at times cops had to be
summoned to round them up
Silat training also immersed them in Malay culture

the way of life of the Nusantara the islands of the Malay
archipelago that values humility and respect especially
for the elders They would kiss the hands of their elders
as greetings eat with their fingers and sit on the floor
while their elders sat on chairs They wore kain pelikat
traditional Malay attire watched silat movies and ate
Malay food
Nurliza and Aimen are practising Muslims praying five

times a day and fasting during the month of Ramadan
As some students were born into Islam they were able to
revert to their old practices For those who weren t it was
a chance to gain a different perspective on life We never
forced our beliefs upon any of them says Aimen They
were living with us and so through that gained a taste of
the way we lived our lives
Although silat is an excellent form of discipline wasn t

teaching one of the deadliest forms of martial arts to a
group of troubled children and teenagers a risk Yes
it was a big risk I took but the problem they had wasn t
with us but with their past Aimen explains

All we had to do was to listen and provide the
attention and care that had been missing and inject the
discipline of silat The kids remained kids but they were
no longer as problematic as before
Nurliza and Aimen ran the TGA for 13 years providing

shelter education and most importantly attention to
children and teenagers who were otherwise deemed
problematic and troubled Sadly after the tragic events
of Sept 11 2001 things began to change As the media
pointed fingers at Islam living in America as a Muslim
became a lot more difficult

We were not even able to leave our house says
Nurliza referring to the harassment they faced as a
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result Eventually the TGA being associated with Islam
received an order from the authorities to cease and
desist

I ask Aimen whether we should appeal He replied
when they tell you to leave that s it No arguing
Nurliza and Aimen are now settled back in Malaysia

where they have established a tuition centre Aimen
still teaches silat and Nurliza is using her experience to
complete a Master s degree in Youth Studies

On the blood sweat and buckets of tears shed during
those years Nurliza believes she came away a stronger
person The students were actually the ones who taught
me to strive on they strengthened my inner resolve
Aimen and Nurliza are still in touch with their

former students in the US mainly via Facebook To
their satisfaction some of their former charges have
graduated got married and are proud fathers of their

own children

Nurliza often looks back to those days they spent
in the US Simple chores like tidying up her kitchen
would trigger a memory for example of when she had
to keep her refrigerators constantly stocked even when
funds were scarce This so that her students wouldn t
go without And cooking certain dishes would stir up
vivid images of having to hold off a stampede of hungry
children into her kitchen

As she looks through some old photographs to be
used for a university project she is reminded of grocery
shopping on weekends in New Jersey where she would
walk down a street with an entourage of her TGA
students On occasion police officers would stop to ask if
she was being harassed It s okay she would say These
are my boys

N B Students Jiames have been changed
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